Orientation Signs

These signs can provide an effective means to assist people who have difficulty navigating their environment. Most effective signage is large, with bright, contrasting colours that feature words and symbols. Suitable for people with dementia who are becoming disorientated. Signage should be placed at eye height and preferably on the door it relates to. Available in Small 200mm, Medium 300mm and Large 400mm wide. Adhesive back.

Room Motion Monitor
- Talk back
- Sound sensitive light display
- Paging function
- 3 year warranty
- Night light
- Variable mute function
- Digital volume control
- Out of range/low battery warning
- Rechargeable batteries included
- In-use time up to 20hrs

Orientation Signs
- Bedroom with Name
- Write the name of your loved one on the sign to allow them to identify their bedroom
- Adhesive back
- Available in small, medium and large

You may also be interested in Aidacare’s other Product Application Guides giving product range information for the following areas:

- Time & Day of Week Calendar Clock
  - Day of the week spelt in full
  - Easily read from 20m
  - Reliable battery-operated German movement
  - Automatic calendar function that self-adjusts for leap years
  - 12 hour format with AM/PM indicator

- Room Motion Monitor
- Talking back
- Sound sensitive light display
- Paging function
- 3 year warranty
- Night light
- Variable mute function
- Digital volume control
- Out of range/low battery warning
- Rechargeable batteries included
- In-use time up to 20hrs

- Orientation Signs
  - Bedroom with Name
  - Write the name of your loved one on the sign to allow them to identify their bedroom
  - Adhesive back
  - Available in small, medium and large

Aidacare are a DVA contractor. Ask us about DVA funded products.
Dementia care

Dementia can happen to anybody, but the risk increases with age. It affects thinking, behaviour and the ability to perform everyday tasks. Some early signs of dementia include progressive and frequent memory loss, confusion, apathy and withdrawal. Safety within the home is an important factor to consider when caring for a person with dementia. The home environment should help them know where they are and to find where they want to go. This can be done with large orientation signs and using colour contrast to highlight important items or areas in the home.

Aidacare’s range of dementia care products aim to promote safety in the home for your loved ones.

Did you know that Aidacare offers a comprehensive range of equipment for rent? Whether you need shower, toilet & bathroom modifications, access ramps or grab rails, we are here to help. All mods comply with the highest industry standards.

Home Modifications

Whether you need shower, toilet & bathroom modifications, access ramps or grab rails, we are here to help. All mods comply with the highest industry standards.

Rental

Did you know that Aidacare offers a comprehensive range of equipment for rent? We’ve got you covered should you need any products for home care and recovery! Call our friendly staff for short term & long term rental options!

1300 133 120 www.aidacare.com.au
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View our e-catalogue!

Visit the Aidacare website of www.aidacare.com.au to view our full range.

Or contact our friendly staff for any help on 1300 133 120
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